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GUTHRIE BEAR 
still available to comfort 

children and support research 
The Bears Enabling Advances in Research and Support for 

Kids program kicked off in March. About 325 bears have been 

purchased or sponsored to be given to comfort a sick child 

at Wesley Children’s Hospital. Due to COVID-19, not all bears 

have been able to be distributed yet.

The inaugural bear, Guthrie, named after Drs. Richard 

and Diana Guthrie, will be available until the end of June. 

Richard Guthrie, who died June 1, 2020, was the first chair 

of the KU Wichita Pediatrics Department in 1973. During his 

tenure, the Guthries inspired kindness and quality in children’s 

health care. He was known worldwide for groundbreaking 

pediatric diabetes research. 

A new bear will be introduced during 

the summer of 2021 after Guthrie’s 

retirement. Stay tuned to learn 

about his or her legacy.

Anyone can participate in the 

B.E.A.R.S. 4Kids program by 

sponsoring a teddy bear at 

kuendowment.org/ku-bears4kids

or by purchasing a bear to keep

at kubookstore.com/KU. 

Proceeds from all bears will 

support research in various 

areas, including continuing to help more Kansas babies make 

it to their first birthday, increasing the ability of our state to 

treat kids with mental health problems, and making health 

care for children safer and more effective.

CHAIR’S CORNER
I have always thought of health care, 

particularly pediatrics, as a service 

industry and I strongly believe that 

this perspective has been key in my 

personal resilience to burnout

during stressful times in my career.  

Whether serving individual patients, faculty, staff or 

community partners, focusing on the needs of those around 

us provides different and important perspective on the 

challenges we experience. Although not always immediate 

or direct, I am confident that possessing an attitude of 

service and expressing gratitude for the opportunities 

created by challenges positively impacts each of us, our 

teams and those we seek to help.  

For me, this issue of Milestones celebrates service and 

the diverse ways our department touches others through 

education, clinical care, advocacy and scholarship, often in 

response to challenges. When we look beyond ourselves 

to see the people we have the opportunity to serve, we 

cultivate learning, innovation, creativity, collaboration and 

compassion. I see our faculty, staff and partners doing this 

every day and I am grateful for it.  

I hope these stories make you proud of your department, 

provide inspiration for your continued service to those 

we work with and care for, and cultivate resilience during 

stressful times.  

Sincerely,

https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/kansas/obituary.aspx?n=richard-alan-guthrie&pid=196305050
http://kuendowment.org/ku-bears4kids
http://kubookstore.com/KU
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PAUL TERAN, M.D., HONORED AS 2020 KU WICHITA 
PEDIATRICS COMPASSIONATE CAREGIVER

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused 
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2), has created a worldwide pandemic. The 
KUSM-W Pediatrics Department has mobilized to provide 
expert support and advice during this time. Department 
members have also engaged in cutting-edge research 
regarding the disease and the impact of the pandemic.
• Tasneem Alaqzam, M.D.; Melissa Hopper, Psy.D.;   
 Fatima Abdo, M.D.; and Amanda Fischer, M.D., are  
 evaluating perceived psychological stress in teens  
 during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
• Andrew Ormond, M.D.; Melissa Hopper, Psy.D.; Kristine  
 Casanova-Torres, M.D.; and Cynthia Kibet, M.D., are  
 measuring parent and patient health-seeking-behavior  
 resiliency during the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Kari Harris, M.D.; Paul Teran, M.D.; Stephanie Kuhlmann,  
 D.O.; Deepthi Patnaik, M.D.; and Julian Dedeaux, Ph.D.,  
 have partnered with Yang-Seon Kim, Ph.D., at Wichita  

 State University to test face masks in order to advise  
 K-12 teachers about their best options for classroom  
 teaching.   
• Cari Schmidt, Ph.D.; Stephanie Kuhlmann, D.O.;   
 Tara Neil, M.D. (Family & Community Medicine);    
 Zachary Kuhlmann, D.O. (Obstetrics & Gynecology);  
 and Ashley Hervey, M.Ed., assessed concerns of women
 regarding pregnancy and childbirth during the   
 COVID-19 crisis. 
• Priyank Yagnik, M.D., and co-authors 
 examined the psychosocial impact of 
 the COVID-19 pandemic on children in India.

Results of these studies will 
inform policy and practice 
related not only to the 
current pandemic, but 
potentially future events. 

Annually, an exemplary doctor, nurse, social worker, 
chaplain or other professional caregiver or a team of 
these professionals who work directly with pediatric 
patients and their families under the scope of KU Wichita 
Pediatrics or Wesley Children’s Hospital is recognized as 
the KU Wichita Pediatrics Compassionate Caregiver.

This year, we are proud to honor Paul Teran, M.D., an 
outstanding pediatric hospitalist and full-time faculty 
member in the KU Wichita Department of Pediatrics. 
Teran is an assistant professor in the department.
According to the nomination, Teran exemplifies 
compassion as a pediatric hospitalist caring for sick 
and injured children. His conscientious bedside manner 
embodies the concern he carries internally for the child’s 
health and well-being. It also demonstrates the honor he 
feels of serving the entire family unit.

Teran guides his teams in the holistic approach to 
medical care, which focuses on the needs of parents, 
caregivers and every person in the child’s life who plays 
a role in loving and protecting them. His leadership 
in creating and maintaining the Patient and Family 
Centered Care Workgroup has already begun to 
transform the culture of the inpatient pediatric service 
line from top to bottom in upholding the needs of entire 
families in a multidisciplinary manner. By engaging 
the entire medical team in the process of listening, 
empathizing and communicating openly with patients 
and caregivers of all kinds, he has multiplied the role of 
each staff member in behaving compassionately in their 
day-to-day work with hospitalized children. 

He is a leader in how 
he hears the concerns 
of worried parents, 
works to protect their 
children and serves as 
an example to others 
of how to do the same. 

An awards presentation 
to celebrate him occurred 
during the department’s 
virtual Schwartz Grand 
Rounds on Sept. 9. Teran 
was presented a plaque by the committee. The 
presentation was broadcast via a Zoom meeting to others 
preparing to participate in Schwartz Grand Rounds.

Nominations are gathered from the entire KU Wichita 
Peds/WCH community and the award winner is then 
voted on by the Schwartz Rounds Planning Committee 
consisting of Kerri Weeks, M.D.; Adam McClure, M.D.; 
Melissa Hopper, Psy.D., CEDS; Nicole Kuhns, RN; Lisa 
Yingling, LMSW, CCM; Tara Shirley, pediatric residency 
coordinator; and Amy Claassen, chaplain.

Every year since 1999, the Schwartz Center has honored 
outstanding health care professionals who display 
extraordinary devotion and compassion in caring for 
patients and families. This is the institution’s second year 
to honor one of its own amazing caregivers. Stephanie 
Binkley, pediatric inpatient case manager at Wesley, 
received the award last year.

Photo by Randy Tobias
Paul Teran, M.D., is honored as the 2020 
KU Wichita Pediatrics Compassionate 
Caregiver during the department’s virtual 
Schwartz Grand Rounds on Sept. 9.

SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY RELATED TO COVID -19

http://M.Ed


Why does it seem like
 it can be so hard to do 

the right thing?  
By Gretchen Homan, M.D., FAAP, associate professor, 
Department of Pediatrics, The University of Kansas 

School of Medicine-Wichita; president-elect, 
Kansas Chapter of the AAP

As the year 2020 finally moves toward the 
history books with a one-star rating – would 
not recommend – we continue to deal with 
the COVID-19 pandemic. This is on top of a real 
concern for emergence of vaccine-preventable 
infectious disease. Kansas vaccine providers 
temporarily reduced office visits during the 
pandemic stay-at-home period and orders 
for vaccines declined significantly compared 
to the previous year. As society gradually 
returns to a new normal, more children are 
receiving their routine vaccines, but we have 
not closed the gap created by the shutdown.

What does this mean for our children? 
Because functional herd immunity requires a 
very high level of immunization across the 
population, the reduction in the number of 
routine vaccines provided is a real danger to 
our children. The medical system is being 
stressed by COVID-19 patients and resources 
are limited. This is perhaps the worst possible 
time to contract a preventable infection.  

What does this mean for those of us 
who provide medical care for children? 
The time is now to make this a priority. Get the 
message out that it is safe to receive well care, 
including routine vaccines. Be creative and use all 
your resources. Vaccinate at all patient encounters 
and use standing orders to extend physician services. 
Host a vaccine catch-up clinic day in your community 
or partner with your local health department or 
pharmacy to help bring vaccines to children in 
their schools and neighborhoods.  

Our experiences from the year 2020 have taught us 
that it is ok to ask for help and that we all need each 
other. Let’s work together to make it easier to do the 
right thing, to get help and to stay healthy. For more 
detailed information or to request resources and 
support, please check out the following:

The Immunize Kansas Coalition 
www.immunizekansascoalition.org 

The Kansas Chapter of the American 
Academy of Pediatrics 

www.kansasaap.org 
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Time f lies: Twenty years 
of student success 
By Donnita Pelser, AAMC-certified 

clerkship administrator

Donnita Pelser recently celebrated her 
20th anniversary with KU School of 
Medicine-Wichita and we asked her 
to share some of the experiences
she has encountered along the way.

What do Nokia cellphones, pagers, carousel slide 
projectors, floppy disks and hard-wire computers have 
in common? The year 2000! As Doc Brown would say, 
“Great Scott! It’s back to the future.” It’s now 2020 and 
the world has changed.

Twenty years ago, when I began my journey as the 
clerkship coordinator for pediatrics, I had no idea the 
impact that this job would have on my life. I have built 
amazing, long-lasting relationships with students, 
faculty, residents and staff. With that being said, let 
me tell you how much my role has changed from 20 
years ago to today. In my very first clerkship in 2000, I 
only had four, third-year medical students enrolled. The 
students were eager to learn, very independent and 
excited to work with the kids in pediatrics. Let me also 
mention, I was excited too.

 In 2000, the pediatrics clerkship 
 was six weeks long. It was divided 
 into four weeks inpatient and two 
 weeks outpatient. While on the 
 inpatient block of the rotation, 
 students split their time between 
the pediatric wards and the pediatric intensive care unit. 
While on outpatient, students were split between the 
pediatric faculty clinic and community preceptors. 
Students were also assigned to participate in an 
evening pediatric community clinic twice during their 
clerkship. It was a much simpler time for the students 
and for me. My job was only mildly challenging when 
compared to the present.

Some of my responsibilities as a 
coordinator in my first year were 
managed with phone calls and 
mail. Email was not available for 
use yet and students’ materials 
were provided in three-ring binders. 
The students were not the only 
ones confined to paper, as the 
teaching faculty were limited to 
paper as well. Continued on page 4.

http://www.immunizekansascoalition.org
http://www.kansasaap.org


Fast forward to 2020. 
It’s all about technology and efficiency. Unlike the year 
2000, email and texting are the predominant ways of 
communicating with the students and this makes my 
job much easier. All the student exams, evaluations, 
didactics and forms are electronic now. This allows the 
faculty and me to respond to each student’s needs 
more efficiently. The one thing that has stayed the 
same is that I provide a color-coded individual paper 
schedule for each specific student. The color-coded 
schedule is my claim to fame. My students love it!

In 2000, I wasn’t introduced to the students until the 
first lecture. Now, I’m providing orientation to the 
students on their first day. Making connections with 
my students early on is not only important to their 
success, but also to mine. Once that connection was 
made, I realized that I could make a difference in the 
students’ lives by being a good listener and a positive 
voice of encouragement. This holds true even more 
today. There have been many students over the years 
who have invited me to their personal events such as 
weddings, birthdays, bridal showers, church tea parties 
and barbeques. These opportunities to get to know 
students better led me to want to work even harder 
and smarter for my students.

Medical students in the year 2000 were independent 
thinkers, adaptable and disciplined. This made for easy 
management of the clerkship with the basic tools that 
were available during that time. Students were also 
very generous in their recognition of attendings and 
coordinators by giving teaching awards and clerkship 
coordinator of the year awards. I was honored to be 
chosen a couple of years. Although I never work for 
awards, being recognized by the students for my work 
was the highest compliment I could have ever received.

In contrast, spring forward to 2020 where the students 
are quick learners, tech savvy and organized. As 
technology and the need for physicians increased, the 
class sizes have grown. The clerkship size went from 
four in 2000 to 14 in 2020. Likewise, the clerkship is 
now eight weeks long versus six weeks long in 2000. 
Some fun additions to the clerkship in more recent 
years include standardized patient activities, simulation 
lab and playing Pediatric Jeopardy. I personally enjoy 
these additions, especially Jeopardy. The students have 
a blast competing against one another. I can hear them 
laughing from my office and it puts a smile on my face 
every time.
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Time f lies: Twenty years of student success 
Continued.

My role as a coordinator has seen tremendous growth 
and change. Since 2000, I have become a certified 
clerkship administrator through the Central Group 
on Educational Affairs through the Association of 
American Medical Colleges. I was also recognized by 
the Council on Medical Student Education in Pediatrics 
as Clerkship Administrator of the Year, and by the 
American Academy of Pediatrics for my work on the 
AAP Pedialink for Medical Students Workgroup. I 
have since become the director of the CGEA/AAMC 
Clerkship Administrator Certification Program. Because 
of all these learning opportunities, I have been able to 
apply what I have learned to be more of an asset to 
both the department and my students.

In the year 2000, it was easy for me to handle my job 
by myself. I could take care of the students and their 
needs with no problem. Over the years, my job has 
grown exponentially. On any given day, I need to clone 
myself to meet my responsibilities and to meet the 
students’ needs. Even though my job has become more 
demanding, I LOVE MY JOB!

One thing that has not changed in the students 
from 2000 to 2020, is their passion about making 
a difference in the care of their patients. The most 
exciting group of any year is always that first rotation 
of the new academic year. The students are so excited 
to finally put into action the knowledge they gained 
from their first two years of medical school. They are 
like sponges. They soak up every detail and are fresh, 
happy and determined.

Being a clerkship coordinator/administrator for the 
past 20 years has been rewarding. It has come full 
circle for me now. Some of my former students are 
now my personal physicians. It has been an honor to 
see these young men and women become not only 
extraordinary doctors, but also amazing human beings. 
A big thanks to all who have mentored and supported 
me along the way. I leave you with this quote by 
Ralph Waldo Emerson. “The secret in education lies in 
respecting the student.”



FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:
LINDALL SMITH
A pioneer in pediatric critical 
care in Wichita
By Amy Geiszler-Jones  
 
For 25 years, Lindall Smith, M.D., has been transforming 
pediatric care in Wichita, from becoming one of the city’s 
first pediatric critical care fellowship-trained providers 
to helping oversee the expansion of pediatric intensive 
critical care and pediatric sedation units at Wesley 
Children’s Hospital. 
 
He’s also been helping train future doctors in the field of 
pediatrics as an assistant professor and director of the 
critical care division of the Department of Pediatrics at 
the University of Kansas School of Medicine-Wichita 
for the past quarter-century. The Jetmore, Kansas, 
native attributes his love of teaching to his mother 
and grandmother, both of whom were teachers in 
western Kansas.
 
After earning his medical degree in 1982 and completing 
his three-year residency in pediatrics, both with KUSM-
Wichita, Smith worked as a general pediatrician in 
private practice for seven years. At that time, Smith 
recalled, general pediatricians in Wichita would oversee 
the treatment of their critically ill patients in pediatric 
intensive care units. 
 
Smith said it became “fairly evident” to him and his 
friend and fellow pediatrician, Curt Pickert, M.D., that the 
solution to providing quality, consistent care for seriously 
ill young patients was to bring pediatric critical care 
fellowship-trained providers to Wichita. 
 
They decided to be those providers, with both completing 
fellowships and returning to Wichita. Smith completed 
his three-year fellowship with the University of Colorado 
Health Science Center’s children’s hospital in 1995. 
 

Initially, Smith worked at both of Wichita’s major hospital 
systems as a pediatric intensivist. Since 1999, Smith has 
worked exclusively with Wesley Medical Center, where 
he was instrumental in helping expand pediatric care, 
particularly in the areas of intensive care, procedural 
sedation and emergency medicine. All of those are 
now key service lines of the Wesley Children’s Hospital, 
which opened in 2016. At the time the hospital opened, 
the pediatric critical care group also was broadened to 
provide 24/7 in-house call coverage, Smith noted.
 
After a quarter-century as a pediatric intensivist and 
with a 4-year-old grandson to spoil, Smith is planning 
to pare down his workload. This past June, he moved to 
the volunteer faculty roster for KUSM-Wichita and this 
January, Smith will give up his medical directorship of 
Wesley’s PICU and become a half-time physician.
 
Working with medical students 
and residents has always been 
important for Smith. He initially 
served as a volunteer faculty 
member when he was a general 
pediatrician, in large part because 
of the impact KUSM-Wichita 
faculty had had on his career.
 
“The mentors during my training 
were faculty with the department,” 
said Smith, and he had a desire to 
emulate those he had looked up 
to, such as Sechin Cho, M.D., a 
department chair and geneticist; 
Richard Guthrie, M.D., the department’s founding chair 
and leading diabetologist; Manfred and Sue Menking, 
both M.D.s and general pediatricians; Medo Mirza, M.D., 
a pediatric surgeon; and Roger Park, M.D., a pediatric 
gastroenterologist.
 
Teaching has kept him on his “professional toes,” 
Smith said.
 
“I requested to stay on as a volunteer faculty member 
because I want to contribute to the training of future 
physicians and selfishly, I want to remain part of a 
wonderful and impactful pediatric academic department 
that is made up of wonderful leadership and dedicated 
faculty to support and promote medical education.”
 
Having grown up on a farm, Smith said he still likes to 
plant and garden. As a self-professed classic car fanatic, 
he also plans to spend some of his freed-up time next 
year tinkering on a 1964 Buick Riveria and doing 
more fishing.
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STUDENT INTEREST IN ELECTIVES 

INCREASING
The Department of Pediatrics offers more than a dozen 
different electives, running two-to-eight weeks, to provide 
a focus on the different aspects of pediatric care. Several 
opportunities exist for subspecialty electives as well.

This year, electives are generating additional interest. 
There has been a 21% increase in interest by KU Wichita 
students from last year. Four students from KUMC have 
been added to the elective schedule due to reduced resources in Kansas City because of COVID-19 restrictions. 
Salina students can choose Wichita or Kansas City for their electives and one is on the Wichita schedule. 

“We are always thrilled when they choose us,” said Donnita Pelser, Department of Pediatrics certified 
clerkship administrator.

Thank you to the faculty and residents for teaching the students and making 
them feel welcome.   

FACULTY AWARD NOMINATIONS
For the past four years, KU Wichita Pediatrics has hosted a ceremony to celebrate those individuals who have 
made a huge impact for KU Wichita Pediatrics and for the community. We’re not sure what the ceremony will 
look like this year, but we still want to honor those individuals! Below are the awards with their descriptions. If you 
would like to make an award nomination, please send the name of the individual/team you are nominating, along 
with a brief description for the nomination, to Cindy at croth@kumc.edu by Nov. 10.

VOLUNTEER FACULTY AWARD
This award is presented to a volunteer faculty member who has shown exceptional engagement with and 
investment of time toward the Department of Pediatrics in at least one of the following areas: teaching, 
scholarship, mentoring, child advocacy, leadership.

COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARD
This award is presented to an employee of the Department of Pediatrics in recognition for sharing their expertise 
outside our traditional borders, resulting in substantial impact to the community and lives of others.

DEPARTMENT CHAIR LEADERSHIP AWARD
This award recognizes the epitome of skillful and effectual leadership and team-building skills.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AWARD
This award is given in recognition of implementation and/or stewardship of a noteworthy program.

DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS PARTNERSHIP AWARD
This award is given to an individual or team from the School of Medicine, community and/or region (not an 
employee or volunteer of the department) in recognition for excellent and impactful collaboration and partnership 
toward aligned goals.

SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY AWARD
This award recognizes an individual who promotes scholarly inquiry through active engagement in research or 
quality improvement, contributions to the development of evidence-based medicine or who works to create a 
culture of clinical inquiry.

mailto:croth@kumc.edu


For Farhan Ali, M.D., medicine is the family business. 

“I don’t think I thought I needed to do anything 
else in life,” said Ali, a pediatric nephrologist 
who joined Children’s Mercy Wichita in 2018. 
Ali’s father, who died three years ago, had 
been a surgeon, his mother is a pathologist 
in his hometown of Indore, India, and his 
older brother is a dentist in Dallas. 

Ali said he was drawn to pediatrics because he found the 
pathophysiology of children to be “very, very interesting. 
It is so different from an adult and their disease processes 
change so much as they grow.” In nephrology, he found 
a specialty that appealed to his scientific sense of how 
things function and finding solutions. 

“These are children who are often chronically sick, and 
a chronic disease affects every aspect of their life,” Ali 
said. Helping a child through the treatment of dialysis 
and eventually a transplant “takes a lot of effort and a lot 
of teamwork, and I enjoy that process of taking a child 
through it to meet a goal.” 

Along with being a volunteer 
faculty member with the KU School of Medicine-Wichita 
Department of Pediatrics, Ali is also the medical director of 
pediatric dialysis at Wesley Children’s Hospital.

After doing a year of pediatric residency at Hamad General 
Hospital in Doha, Qatar, Ali completed a three-year 
residency at the University of South Alabama in Mobile in 
2015 and then finished a three-year pediatric nephrology 
fellowship at the University of Miami. He earned his medical 
degree at Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Medical College in 
Indore, India.

Having lived in major metropolitan cities, 
Ali and his wife, Sana, a financial analyst 
with Koch Industries, find they like the 
slower pace and far more congenial 
quality of life in the Midwest. 

“It’s been very easy to develop friendships here,” Ali said. 

For now, however, they’re getting to know someone a little 
closer to them: their son, Izhaan, who was born in early 2020.
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VOLUNTEER FACULTY:
FARHAN ALI, M.D.
Focusing on children as part of the ‘family business’
By Amy Geiszler-Jones

Something for YOU, something for THEM

Purchase KU Wichita Pediatrics swag and you can help 

keep the KU Kids Closet full. The closet provides clean 

clothes to patients visiting our clinics and hospital when 

they need a change. Visit kubookstore.com/ku-students/

ku-med/wichita-pediatrics to select items from hats to 

license plate holders, and garden flags to Guthrie, the 

inaugural bear supporting the B.E.A.R.S. 4Kids program. 

All proceeds from your purchases will support the 

KU Kids Closet. 

To subscribe to Milestones online or view previous issues, visit wichita.kumc.edu/pediatrics/newsletter

http://wichita.kumc.edu/pediatrics/newsletter

